A LITTLE BIT ABOUT:_________________________________________
(first)

I.

FAVORITES

(last)

Mr. Hoffman

September

h.w.

DO NOT LEAVE ANYTHING BLANK!

My favorite music group or song is: _______________________________________
My favorite sport to play is:________________________________________________
My favorite subject last year was:__________________________________________________
Because…_______________________________________________________________________
My least favorite subject last year was:______________________________________________
Because…_______________________________________________________________________
My favorite thing (hobby) to do in my free time is:_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________.
My favorite candy is:____________________________________________________________________

II.

ABOUT ME
My nickname is (write none if do not have one): ______________________________________
Are you artistic? Tell how you are involved with art or in what way you are creative:_________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________.
Do you play a musical instrument or sing? If so, tell which instrument (s):
______________________________________________________________________________________
Complete this sentence: I am really good at_________________________________________________.
I want to be a (n)_______________________________________________________ when I get older.
My role model is:______________________________________________________________________.
List activities you’re involved with outside of school (ex: music lessons, dance, religion, sports, tutored, etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
To help myself feel better I…_____________________________________________________________.
Two personal things Mr. Hoffman should know about me are:
1)___________________________________________________________________________________.
2)___________________________________________________________________________________.
One thing I want to tell Mr. Hoffman about my family life is:
1)___________________________________________________________________________________.
I feel a good teacher is one that…_________________________________________________________.
_____________________________________________________________________________________.

DO NOT LEAVE ANYTHING BLANK!

The way I learn best in class is when … ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________.
Are you the type of student who would be interested in doing more math than just what is expected in
class? for example… math extra credit & math enrichment work. Circle one: YES or NO
On a scale of 1-10 (1 being NEVER, 10 being I try to COMPLETE EVERYTHING ASSIGNED),
how often do you complete homework given from your teacher? Circle: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
On a scale of 1-10 (1 being the weakest, 10 being very strong), how would you rate your knowledge of
the multiplication facts through 12 (example 9x7, 8x12, 6x9)? Circle: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Will you come and ask for help this year at my personal extra help if you are having trouble learning
something in math? circle one: Definitely Maybe
No
How do you feel when taking a math test in your math class? To answer this, see the pictures below:
COLOR or circle the picture of the face that best describes how you usually feel when taking a math test.
very nervous
moderately nervous
calm

One way I know, and will try, to make a new friend at Weber is to … _________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

III.

FAMILY

Regarding PARENTS… I live with: (check only one)
_____ MOTHER ONLY
______ FATHER ONLY
______ BOTH MOTHER & FATHER
_____ Other (please name) ______________________________________

WHO ARE YOUR BROTHERS and SISTERS? (if you have)
NAME

AGE

IV. ASSORTED
Try your best to describe your first 1-2 days of middle school with 1 word… __________________________

Here you can (optional) ask Mr. Hoffman any question or tell a concern you may have about middle school:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

THANK YOU FOR FILLING THIS OUT.

Your hard work and organization will help make this an unforgettable year!,

Mr. Hoffman

